ALLPREP™ CABLE PREPARATION TOOL

Coaxial Cable Preparation

1. Prepare the coaxial cable for termination by squarely cutting the end of the cable. Using the Siemon Cable Preparation Tool with the black die, proceed to step 2.

2. Squeeze the tension arm of the preparation tool and insert the cable until the end of the cable contacts the stop. Hold the cable close to the tool body and rotate the tool around the cable three times.

3. Remove the cable from the preparation tool and remove the scored sections of the cable jacket exposing the grounding braid and center conductor.

Twisted-Pair Cable Preparation

1. Determine the length of jacket to be removed from the twisted-pair cable. Using the Siemon Cable Preparation Tool with the yellow die, proceed to step 2.

2. Squeeze the tension arm of the preparation tool and insert the cable to the desired length. Hold the cable close to the tool body and rotate the tool around the cable.

3. Remove the cable from the preparation tool and remove the scored section of cable jacket.

Ordering Information

CPT-RGTP.....AllPrep Cable Preparation Tool
CPT-DIE-RG...Coax die
CPT-DIE-EZ....EZ-twist coax die
CPT-DIE-TP ...Twisted-pair die
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To assist safe installations, comply with the following:

A. Use caution when installing or modifying telecommunications circuits.
B. Never touch uninsulated wire terminals unless the circuit has been disconnected.
C. Never install this device in a wet location.
D. Never install wiring during a lightning storm.